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A SIMPLE SOLUTION FOR OBAMACARE’S FUTURE
“We're going to win so much. You're going to get tired of winning!” - Trump 2016
After losing his first major political negotiation… Trump held one of his typically
meandering “news conferences” where he not only blamed the Democrats but
also strangely reached out to the opposition party for possible help in the future.
Keep in mind that Trump has never had any real ideology. It is always only
about “winning”… his ego… and getting as much continuous press as possible.
He was a pro-choice Democrat only a few years ago, and I think he just wants to
be on the side that’s winning. He just found out that the GOP are “losers”.
Within all of this horrid couple of weeks of debate… everyone seemed to be
talking about everything except the two most important parts of the equation.
(1) The insurance companies that are responsible for the soaring premiums…
co-payments… and costs in states where they have little or no competition.
(Please note that the CEO of United Healthcare [America’s largest health
insurance company) earned $14.5 million in 2015 and the company made a
profit of $7.24 billion in 2016 (up from $5.81 billion in 2015).
(2) The drug companies that are the most profitable businesses in America.
Whereas other countries have tight regulations on drug pricing… there are no
such restrictions in America… where we pay a lot more than in other countries.
See chart below… (next page).

Pharmaceutical companies (health technology) also spend more on marketing
than they do on research. Money for research also comes from the tax payers
(though Trump is cutting that drastically in the coming future - click link). The
marketing spend is hard to believe until you think about how many drug ads you
see on television. The United States and New Zealand are the only two
countries in the world where this advertising directly to consumers is permitted.

Read more about this amazing world in my Gazette #124!!!
But back to the skyrocketing insurance issue…
The reason that some state’s premiums are going up and their insurance
benefits are worse is because the insurance companies… happy with their huge
profits… are simply pulling out of Obamacare and concentrating on the far
easier to manage… and probably more profitable… “employee based” plans.
Which leaves a lot of states with only one provider and totally screwed citizens.
Without regulations or competition… they can charge as much as they like.
So I propose a simple solution.
We take Medicare… which is all set up and working just fine… and extend it to
people under the age of 65 as a “public option”… where consumers would pay
for coverage (with built-in subsidies like those given for the private companies).
There would be an overall reasonable pricing scale to give private insurance
companies competition in any states that have less than three insurance
companies participating. And if all companies pull out… then the plan still covers
all of the self-employed in the state. In a “perfect world” we would also greatly
raise overall taxes as penalties on companies pulling out of states.
Could Trump… with the Democrats… and moderate Republicans… pull this off?
I’m obviously not an expert on this stuff… but it makes sense to me!
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